


INSPIRED BY AMERICAN PAINTER ELLSWORTH KELLY, ITALIAN 
architect Gio Ponti, and American large-scale contemporary artist 
Donald Judd, the Jeometrica system from Scavolini is the modern-
day answer to contemporary chic at home. 

Designed by Luca Nichetto, an Italian designer based in 
Stockholm, Jeometrica is an expressive furnishings system that 
highlights not only the sophistication of geometric design and the 
power of minimalistic multiples but relies on the excellence that 
is Scavolini’s industrial processing. And thanks to their constant 
research and development, this collection features new elements 
that highlight compositional silhouettes. Ideal for the kitchen, 

Jeometrica by Scavolini for simply stylish solutions.

living room and bathroom, when used as a home-wide system, 
stylistic consistency is guaranteed, provided a living environment 
committed to contemporary design. Available in aluminum 
and three different colours (white, anthracite and titanium), the 
29mm deep frame door is minimalist and works seamlessly with 
additional material combinations including lacquered finishes, 
decorative melamine, veneered finishes and glass. 

In the creation of the collection, Nichetto considered all 
elements of the design. The new handles are a stand-out feature 
with the curved tubular handle that outlines that door surface, 
turning function into form and reinforcing the design dedication. 

ABOVE: Jeometrica bathroom 
composition. On the left, wall-
mounted base units in Iron 
Grey matt lacquered finish with 
frame and tubular handles in 
Dark Anthracite aluminium and 
wall-mounted units in Prestige 
White matt lacquered finish 
with frame and linear handles 
in Prestige White aluminium.

LEFT: Jeometrica living room 
solution. The linear composition 
features base units with doors 
in Prestige White lacquered 
finish flanked by open-fronted 
compartments in Blu Oltremare 
decorative melamine.

In addition, the laminate wall panel elevates the 
Jeometrica collection even more. The system 
is flexible, allowing for shelves, containers and 
small accessories to be added, removed and 
rearranged for complete freedom and the  
ultimate in versatility. 

To integrate seamlessly into everyday life, the 
wall panel is available in three shapes — round, 
teardrop and rectangular which can be custom-
sized and installed vertically or horizontally to 
work with any space. To round out the space and 
collection, Nichetto designed accessories that 
further bring the contemporary design vision to 
life. The range includes chairs, stools, tables and 
lamps, which, when working alongside the shelves 
and visible solutions, creates a new expression of 
design for a sophisticated, cosmopolitan style.

ABOVE: Jeometrica kitchen.The linear composition 
in the background features tall units with doors 
in Birch decorative melamine and open-fronted 
element in Rosso Tegola matt lacquered finish; 
frame and tubular handles in Titanium finish 
aluminium; the central island top, housing the hob 
and washing area, is in Grey St. Laurent marble; 
here the doors are in Light Grey polished glass with 
frame, recessed grip profile and plinths in Titanium 
finish aluminium. Table with top in Birch laminate 
and chairs in Rosso Tegola matt lacquered finish.

LEFT: Jeometrica living room solution. Wall-
mounted composition with doors in Birch 
decorative melamine and frame and tubular 
handles in Titanium finish aluminium; equipped 
teardrop wall panel in Rosso Tegola laminate 
with built-in accessories and shelves in Titanium; 
combined with horizontally-mounted open-fronted 
elements in Light Grey laminate. 
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